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ABSTRACT

Gaze is a powerful form of social feedback, providing cues
about attention and interest, and boredom and distraction.
We designed a working prototype that enabled remote
participants in a collocated meeting to look around the local
meeting space, and that showed local participants where the
remote participants’ “simulated gazes” (that is, their virtual
cameras) were directed. Of course, pointing a camera is not
the same as gazing, and so we conducted a study to
understand how simulated gazes might be used, and to what
extent they would be experienced as social cues. Findings
range from the use of simulated gaze to signal attention, to
ways in which local and remote participants experienced
these simulated gazes. These findings illustrate the value of
indirection and abstraction in presenting social cues; raise
issues of privacy, visibility, and participation asymmetry;
and suggest implications for design and further research.
Author Keywords

Hybrid meeting; gaze; computer-mediated communication.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.3. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Group and Organizational Interfaces: Synchronous
Interaction.
INTRODUCTION

A hybrid meeting is a meeting in which several people are
collocated in a meeting room, but that also has remote
participants connected by phone or video. Although
common, hybrid meetings are challenging for remote
participants because of an impedance mismatch: the
collocated participants can readily see and converse with
one another, whereas remote participants are less visible to
collocated participants and their options for signaling their
engagement are more limited. In our view, enabling
effective hybrid meetings is something of a grand challenge
in designing tools for meetings. This is particularly true if
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one wishes, as we do, to avoid the use of high-end,
dedicated video-conferencing rooms, and the need for
remote participants to use specialized equipment. In this
paper we report on formative design explorations that aim
to reduce (but by no means eliminate) the impedance
mismatch between collocated and remote participants.
Specifically, we designed a working prototype with two
features. It uses an omnidirectional camera in the meeting
room to let remote participants independently look around
(each participant using their own virtual camera). And it
provides abstract representations that show those collocated
in the meeting room where the remote participants have
pointed their virtual cameras. Remote users only need a
device that supports voice and a display to use the system.
In particular, we are interested in whether showing
collocated participants where a remote participant is
looking can function as a “simulated gaze.” Gaze is a
powerful social cue [6]. It can signal whether a person is
interested or bored, and whether they are following a
conversation or not. But of course, pointing a virtual
camera is quite different from one human gazing at another,
which is why we use the adjective “simulated,” and do not
assume that the benefits and uses of real gaze apply to
simulated gaze. Since neither existing theory nor prior work
seemed sufficient to suggest how simulated gaze might
work, or how to use it in a design, we developed a working
prototype to better understand its usefulness.
This paper describes the working prototype (Figures 1 and
2), the method, and issues and design implications. It begins
by reviewing prior work, and then describes the working
prototype. Next is the methodology, in which 19
participants used the prototype to carry out a discussion
task, and then participated in a semi-structured interview.
The results section describes the participants’ experiences,
their reactions to the system, and discusses our findings.
The paper concludes with design implications and
directions for further work.
RELATED WORK
Using Gaze in Collaborative Systems

Gaze is a powerful cue during face-to-face conversations
[6]. It can silently trigger a conversation by capturing visual
attention [4, 22, 26], refer to objects and persons [9, 30],
coordinate turn-taking in a group [37], and indicate interest

in other persons [43]. Using gaze to communicate one’s
intentions is a part of human communication [e.g. 24, 25],
as is our ability to use it to infer others’ intentions [e.g.,1].
Research on collaborative systems has also explored the
utility of gaze to support both conversation-oriented and
task-oriented collaboration (e.g., [9, 26, 28]). Other work
explores ways to allow virtual environment users’ avatars to
engage in mutual gaze [30], and to allow them to make eye
contact in avatar-mediated virtual meetings [5] or an
immersive virtual collaboration [19, 28]. Gaze was also
studied in video-mediated collaborations. Monk et. al.
designed a system to support awareness of gaze in video
conferences and found that gaze awareness served as an
alternative non-verbal channel for the development of
common ground [33].
However, gaze in these systems differs from the real gaze
that shapes face-to-face conversation. There, gaze was
either captured by gaze-tracking devices (e.g., [9, 48]), or
delivered through a ‘transparent’ interface that aligned
users’ viewing directions (e.g., [26, 28]). There are pros and
cons to these methods. Although gaze-tracking devices are
accurate, they must be calibrated before use and aren’t ideal
for daily use [44]. Solutions like [28] are less complicated,
but are still limited to specially configured physical spaces.
Our aim is to explore approaches that are cheaper and less
technically complex, and therefore have the potential to be
broadly used. Our starting point was to deploy pan-tiltzoom cameras [41] in a meeting room to empower remote
users to look around, but these cameras provided a single
shared view to all remote participants. As the number of
users increases, control of such a camera is still limited to a
single person and conflicts arise if there is disagreement
about the direction it should be pointed. This limitation
inspired us to use an omnidirectional camera [39], which
uses wide-angle lenses to capture a sphere and, in this way,
can “see in all directions at once”. The camera streams this
panoramic video and enables each remote participant to
move a virtual viewport to a part of the panoramic image.
This led us to wonder whether these individual virtual
camera movements could stand in for the gazes of
individuals, though the simulated gazes are not as accurate
as what can be captured by eye-tracking devices.
Once gaze, real or simulated, is detected, we must consider
how that gaze might be presented to others. One solution is
to represent the gaze by animating the eyes of a users’
avatar [5, 19]; another is to use a physical device whose
orientation corresponds to the user’s gaze, for example, by
using a small rotating screen that depicts the remote
person’s face [31, 32], or a telepresence robot.
Our aim is to find an affordable way to present remote
users’ simulated gazes to local participants. While using
avatar eyes and head movements to depict gaze has the
advantage of mimicking natural behavior, we are not yet at

a point where either virtual or augmented reality systems
are being commonly used. Telepresence robots are
somewhat more common, but are expensive and far from
ubiquitous. Furthermore, availability aside, although
telepresence robots can depict gaze, the use of telepresence
robots does not scale to situations where there are many
remote participants – physical meeting rooms can quickly
become crowded, especially because maneuvering
telepresence robots is still, at best, cumbersome. Inspired by
[42], which shows how an abstract visual presentation can
represent user status and activity, and following a
discussion in [7], which cautions that a full and detailed
presentation of remote person could be privacy sensitive
and distracting, we decided to explore representing gaze
with an abstract but hopefully legible visual representation.
Social Awareness in Collaboration

Awareness has been an important research theme in
Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) since its
early days [10]. Awareness in shared physical and virtual
workspaces includes knowing who is present [e.g. 11], and
other social factors [15], including knowing what others
know [38], who they are connected to or their social
network [53], and what they’re doing (e.g., [47]). Research
also shows the benefits that these kinds of awareness can
provide, improving the performance of work [52], the
coordination of tasks [29], the creation connections between
employees [40], and team dynamics [8, 29].
Awareness is also important for distance collaboration.
Early work like “Portholes” demonstrated the positive
effects of having awareness of others when collaborating
over distance [11]. Specifically, increasing a person’s
awareness of who the remote collaborators are provides an
opportunity to enhance the presence of these remote users,
even without embodied presence [42]. Approaches to
supporting awareness across distance include sharing the
video stream of a remote space and persons [11], sharing
the planning and coordination activities of remote teams
[40], and information about remote user activities [7], etc.
In hybrid meetings, local persons share a meeting space and
are aware of each other’s presence and attention, but remote
participants have less access to this information. We expect
that showing the simulated gazes of remote participants
may be beneficial for awareness.
Social Translucence and Privacy

Making activities transparent has benefits and risks. The
social translucence framework provides ways of thinking
about how socially salient information can facilitate or
inhibit social processes in collaborative systems [12, 13]
and social media designs [21]. In a system that supports
independent views of hybrid meetings, one question is
whether all collaborators need to see the same things to
build common ground. Limited work discusses this
question in terms of gaze sharing. In this paper, we examine
issues of social translucence by adopting a similar design.

Figure 2. Gaze simulation as seen by local users. The gaze
simulation interface sits on the table, adjacent to and
aligned with the omnidirectional camera. Each arc shows
where each remote person is looking using the panning
view. Here, 2 users are looking at Jason and 1 at the
whiteboard.

Figure 1. The remote user’s interface: The upper panning
view allows users to look around the meeting room; the
lower view shows a panoramic video of the entire room –
and the green rectangles show what the panning window is
viewing. The right margin contains thumbnails of the views
from all sites – the meeting room (middle) and two remote
users (above and below).

Because gaze indicates attention and interests [30], it may
raise privacy concerns. For example, one study showed that
employees felt their privacy was violated because they,
their activities, or their data received unexpected attention
[3]. Therefore, in hybrid meetings, it’s possible that
inferences based on the simulated gazes could lead to
privacy problems, social pressure, or other forms of
discomfort. We hope to gain insight into these issues.
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

To support hybrid meetings, we developed a working
prototype with two components: a Remote User Interface to
allow remote users to view the meeting room, and a Gaze
Simulation Interface to display remote ‘gaze’ to collocated
users in the room. We also built a logging system to
produce Usage Charts used to facilitate discussion during
the study. These components are described in turn below.
Remote User Interface

To allow remote users to view the meeting room, we used
an omnidirectional camera [39] to capture the space. The
Ricoh Theta S camera [46] was chosen due to its low cost,
popularity, and live streaming capabilities. The camera
produces a 1280 x 720 live stream at 15 fps. We captured
this video and streamed it using the WebRTC protocol.
The Remote User Interface (Figure 1) has three
components: panning view, panoramic view, and remote
participant thumbnails. The panoramic view (bottom)
shows the entire image captured by the camera as a
rectangle. This panoramic image is distorted at the top and
bottom. We positioned the camera to make the faces of
seated people fall along the equator of the image, so faces

are typically recognizable, while higher (ceiling) or lower
(conference table) objects tend to be distorted.
To compensate for this distortion, we provided a panning
view (top in Figure 1) that shows an undistorted portion of
the total video sphere. Users use their mice to control the
direction of their viewports (aka virtual cameras). This
functionality allows multiple users to look around the room
in real time, independently and simultaneously. We call this
ability to control the virtual cameras “simulated gazing”
and use it to drive the Gaze Simulation (described below).
Lastly, the Remote User Interface captures video of the
participant using her/her laptop camera and streams to the
other remote users. Each of these video feeds is shown in a
thumbnail along the right side of the user interface. When a
user clicks on one of these thumbnails, the video expands to
fill the large video window at the top left of the interface.
Gaze Simulation Interface

With the remote interface, the system captures where
remote users point their virtual cameras. We also needed a
way to display these simulated gazes in the meeting room.
As discussed, we used an abstract representation to achieve
this (Figure 2). This representation – or gaze interface –
displays an arc for each remote user, the arc corresponding
to the horizontal direction in which the virtual camera is
pointed. As remote users change where they are looking,
their arcs move accordingly. The simulated gazes were
displayed on a 12.9” iPad on the table next to the camera.
Local participants could view the gaze interface and see
where remote users were looking by watching the arcs.
Figure 2 illustrates a case where two remote users are
looking at Jason and a third at the whiteboard. Note that the
‘gazes’ presented here are not perfect. To simplify the
interface, only horizontal movement is represented. Thus, if
a remote user looks up or down, this is not reflected.
Logging System and Usage Charts

For the purposes of the study, we also built a system to log
each person’s interaction with the panning window,
including each time they changed their viewpoint and how

Movement Chart

Location Chart

Figure 3. Usage charts. Movement chart shows how many
times the remote user changed their perspective in the
panning view. The location chart shows how long the user
maintained a particular point of view in the panning view.

long they stayed at each viewpoint. These data are used to
generate two usage charts – the movement chart and the
historical location chart (Figure 3) – that were used in the
study. The movement chart shows when and how many
movements a user made during the study session, and the
location chart shows the frequency with which a user
looked in various directions. The logging mechanism was a
Google Chrome web application, the client was built with
HTML5, AnguarJS and D3, and server was Node.
METHDOLOGY
The Study

The purpose of this study was to determine how users used
and experienced the various interface components, and to
gather ideas for future design. In brief, 4 people (2
collocated and 2 remote) carried out a discussion designed
to permit them to exercise the features of the technology.
Afterwards a semi-structured interview, augmented by
usage charts, was used to gather feedback. Details follow.
Setup

Because the aim was to understand both the experiences of
those ‘in the room’ and those who were remote, each study
session included two ‘real’ participants, P1, the local
participant and P2, a remote participant (i.e. in a nearby
room but connected only via the system). Each session also
included two Experimenters: E1, who was in the room with
P1, and E2, who was remote (but in a different location
than P2). As noted in the description of the system, remote
users E2 and P2 could independently control the direction
of their views in the panning window of their user interface.
A schematic of this setup is provided in Figure 4.
Task

Participants were told that they were members of a small
group that had been asked to decide how to spend $100,000
to improve the social/work environment of the building in
which they worked, for one of three groups (visitors,
remote employees or regular employees). We designed this
task to provide reasons for participants to both look at one
another, and to look at objects in the room (e.g., a map). In
addition to the design of the task itself, the 2 experimenters
also acted in ways to encourage P1 and P2 to exercise

Figure 4. A schematic of the study setup: An experimenter
(E1) and participant (P1) collocated in a room with an
omnidirectional camera (center) and various objects (O1
and O2) on the table. A second experimenter (E2) is in one
remote location, and a second participant (P2) is in a
second remote location. E2 and P2 can independently
adjust their views to look around the meeting room.

features of the interface. The first part of the discussion was
guided by the two experimenters so that participants talked
to (and optionally, looked at) the others. In this part, E1
acted as the coordinator of the discussion (and revealed
himself as an experimenter), while E2 acted as a
confederate who was a peer of P1 and P2. Typically, this
discussion focused on which of the three groups should be
supported. The second part of the discussion was guided to
focus on changes that might improve the work
environment. Here the E1 and E2 began referring to objects
in the room, such as a large poster that showed areas of the
site that might be suitable for alteration. After the first two
sessions, other objects were added – e.g., a telepresence
robot – to allow for a richer discussion of improvements.
Timeline

Participants P1 and P2 arrived at the study location and
were introduced to one another by E1. The purpose of the
study was described, the technology was demonstrated to
both, and consent forms were signed. Next P2 was taken to
a separate room and set up with the remote users’ interface
(Figure 1), reminded of how to use it and that the people in
the room could see the direction in which the panning
window was pointed. Third, E1 took the other participant,
P1, into the meeting room. At this point, the discussion task
began: it lasted 15-20 minutes, and followed the two-part
discussion format already described. Fourth, the discussion
was ended, and P2, the ‘remote’ participant, was brought
back to the meeting room, and a group semi-structured
interview was carried out with P1 and conducted by E1.

Semi-structured Interview

Each session concluded with a semi-structured interview.
Initially, participants were simply asked to report on their
reactions to the system; after about 10 minutes, they were
shown the two Usage Charts (Figure 3). These charts were
used as probes: first to extract more detailed accounts of
participants’ actions/reactions, and second as prompts to
discuss privacy concerns.
In general, the interview covered the following topics:
• Meeting support technologies participants has used
• The remote user’s experience of the remote UI (Figure 1)
• The local user’s experience of the gaze simulation
interface (Figure 2)
• Discussion with both users about when and why they
made use of (or did not use) their portions of the UI
• Discussion with both users about the usage chart (Figure
3) and whether it should be private or shared
• A discussion about other uses for this sort of technology
Participants

Since the aim of the study was to gather reactions to the
technology, and collect ideas for further development of the
system, we sought technologically adept participants who
had prior experience that could inform their comments. No
attempt was made to recruit “average” participants to assess
issues like ease of learning, usability, or likelihood of
adoption. In our view, the prototype system was in too early
a stage for this to be of value. Therefore, this study
recruited employees from the Research division of the
company in which the technology development was
occurring. The company itself is a global information
technology firm whose businesses range from hardware
development to services provision, and which has on the
order of a hundred thousand employees. Participants were
recruited by approaching people in the cafeteria, who were
later contacted by email to confirm availability; snowball
sampling was used to expand the list of candidates.
We scheduled 10 sessions with 2 volunteers each. 1
volunteer did not show up, so in that session we only have
the remote confederate as a remote participant. There were
19 participants (15 males and 4 females aged from 20 to
60+). All took part in the final interviews.

data. After this, they examined relationships between key
themes to refine categories, and to ensure close associations
between participants’ responses and emerging analyses.
RESULTS

Four categories emerged from participants’ feedback: the
usefulness of two different views in the remote interface;
the meaning of the simulated gazes; the effects of
asymmetry in interfaces and data; and the privacy concerns
around collected data in system. We discuss each in turn.
Panning and Panoramic Windows Have Different Uses

Participants in the remote role saw two video views: the
panning view that they could rotate to look around, and the
panoramic view that showed a distorted but omnidirectional
view of the conference room.
Panning view offers immersive perspective. First, the
panning view was consistent with users’ visual perception
of space, as it “is a pretty standard view that you get in any
conference system [and] what I expected. (R10)”, and offers
better “spatial sense throughout the discussion [that] is very
helpful. (R7)” Especially when “sometimes [participants]
talked about some things in the room, the objects, and
[remote participant] can definitely move around and focus
and look at that object immediately. (R7)” And it further
increases remote’s sense of belonging: “It mostly helped me
feel more included. It's not like we're talking and I have
really no idea what's going on in the room. (R6)”
Remote participants also found the panning view useful
when there was significant turn-taking in the conversation
in the local room, or those in the meeting room interacted
with local objects: “I changed the direction when there was
a transition between speakers. And also when you point to a
specific object in the room on the table then I tried to look
at that object. I think that was an advantage. (R7)”
Panoramic view offers navigating reference and
overview. The panoramic window was used to “follow
what was happening there as people were pointing to, then
you would want to look at that. (R4)”, and “see overall who
and what was there and sometimes I looked at that instead
of moving the top camera to the person. (R3)”

Interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed and edited to
remove identifiers and other references that may identify
the participants and/or anyone they mentioned during the
interview. Quotes from participants who served as “local
users” are numbered (L#), and quotes from those who
served as “remote users” are numbered as (R#).

Regarding offering two views in one interface, participants
reported it was beneficial to have reference/overview
alongside a more detailed panning view: “I think the
combination of the views and helping with that, because ...
When you have the [panoramic view], you see everything. If
you just had the portal view [panning view] it's like, I'm
looking at him but at the same time you're doing something
which I'm totally unaware of because I don't see it. (R6)”

After reading the transcripts to become acquainted with the
data, transcripts were imported into the Dedoose qualitative
data analysis tool and divided into meaningful units. Three
of the authors did a close reading of the transcripts while
identifying key points, as a part of an open-coding process
in which we coded distinct concepts and categories in the

However, other participants tended to prefer just one view.
When there were fewer turns in the conversation, the
panning window was less used, and they reported looking at
the panoramic window briefly “was sufficient to give an
idea of what was, where you guys were, and what things
were around and stuff (R4)” because: “all that was

Data Analysis

happening was people were talking. I could focus in on you
[in the panning view], rather than on the bottom I could see
you both, right? That doesn't really give you that much
additional information. (R4)” Some other participants
preferred to have just the panning view (top) because it was
not distorted and “was very responsive and quick to just
have a look around with it, and the lower [panoramic] one
gives you that overview but it was a bit distorted. (R3)”
Overall, the usefulness of being able to look around was
highly related to whether there were contents located in the
space, for example, an object of interest (e.g., pointed at by
a local person), or contexts important to the conversation
itself, for example, non-verbal cues of local people [49].
One way to understand the results is to think about how and
when the two views provide information relevant to the
conversation. The hyper-personal communication model
[50] suggests that in digitally mediated communication,
people are still able to achieve common ground without the
non-verbal cues that face-to-face offers. This may explain
why some remote participants expressed less interest in
moving their viewpoint to the talking local person when the
discussion was primarily verbal. When participants began
referring to objects in the room, seeing the video became
more important to following the conversation.
In summary, the panning view offers a non-distorted view
of local room, which helped remote participants make sense
of the space and focus on interesting activities and objects,
which is hard to achieve through verbal conversations
alone. The panoramic view is better for getting an overview
and providing reference for the panning view, especially
when there is a need to move the panning view. When
participants were in a primarily verbal conversation, the
panoramic window was quite effective on its own.
Simulated Gaze: An Indirect and Abstract Attention
Representation Has Advantages and Disadvantages

During the discussion, participants paid occasional attention
to the gaze UI, but did not concentrate on it as it “was just
[in my] peripheral vision (L10)”.
The movement of arcs in the gaze UI however did attract
attention. Seeing an arc move led to “inferences that maybe
you [remote person] see this, and maybe you're following it,
and that you made some attempt to move your camera
around to look. That indicates some level of attention that
you're doing something to look over in that direction (L4)”.
Beside movement, “if there is more than one person and
they are looking in the same direction, then the people here
can recognize that there is attention coming from the
remote place as well. (L7)”
Awareness of remote attention offered benefits to local
participants. Besides being “entertaining to watch (L6)”,
“it's not intrusive and it's easy to have in a situation. It
doesn't necessarily always have a use, but when it doesn't
have a use, it's not that annoying.(L4)”

The simulated gazes also lead to the local person having a
heightened sense of being visible and being paid attention
to, or not: “I think initially I was a little bit more exposed.
People are turning, looking, and you're like, ‘Oh, boy,
better put on my best for the teleconference,’ you know, I'll
be eating granola bars and whatever else while the
conference would be on, … when the direction of the
camera, of the focus, was being pointed away even though
you've got that other overlay image at the bottom but it was
pointed away, I sort of relaxed a little bit more. (L6)”
Having a gaze simulation UI in conference room also
increased the remote person’s self-consciousness about
their performance. They tended to adopt the norm that they
should “pay attention to be polite (R2)”, as well as to
demonstrate their commitment to a meeting: “if I was in a
meeting that was an important meeting or a meeting with a
lot of people, it's a way to show that I'm participating. That
I'm awake and listening and following the conversation and
not just off doing something else (R3)”. And such social
pressures were also seen as a way to increase engagement:
“This is nice to give some feedback in terms of whether [the
2 remote users] were paying attention to what we were
saying. They wouldn't be able to get away with pressing the
button on mute at home and dancing around in their
pajamas because if it's not moving and looking at where
we're pointing to say, ‘Hey, let's talk about this topic,’ you
knew that they're not paying attention. It puts pressure on
everyone to be fully engaged (L6)”.
From a Goffmanian perspective [22, 23], making a remote
person’s attention visible brings the remote person more
onto the front stage than a traditional video window that
provides no gaze information (i.e., Mona Lisa Effect [34]).
Being on the front stage stimulates the self-consciousness
of performance and self-presentation, and increases social
pressure to behave in particular ways. This also may
explain why people in the conference room, who are
already on the front stage, now get a better sense of
attention from the remote audience and, thus, behave as if
on stage. Without presenting simulated gazes, local persons
may assume that remote audiences are always or never
paying attention, which is a similar effect to that observed
with self-presentation on the Facebook Newsfeed [2, 14].
However, the simulated gaze is not fully equivalent to real
gaze, and local participants were aware of that: “they
[remote persons] might be looking at the lower window.
Where they can see people at once and then they won't
move [the panning window to trigger arc movement]. (L3)”
The ambiguity regarding whether the remote person was
paying attention or not led to positive attributions when
users were not following the norm of looking at people to
be polite or show engagement: “I could use this [simulated
gaze interface] as an indicator of where people are looking
and I saw [remote person 1] being much more active than
[remote person 3]. I mean there's just something in the back
of my mind wondering you know what's going on with

[remote person 3] why aren't you looking around and the
answer is you were just using the panoramic view. (L9)”
Taking the perspective of the casual attribution theory [51],
our prototype, as a socio-technical system, injects the
ambiguity that simulated gazes do not always reflect what
others’ are attending to. This is similar to the finding in a
machine translation mediated collaboration [20]: when
there are two possible interpretations of communication
errors, one due to system limitations and the other one to
the human, communicators attribute errors to the system.
Finally, remote participants found that seeing simulated
gazes helped improve their feeling of presence in the
conference room: “When I'm in the room, I can see, ‘Oh,
you know [remote person] is looking around,’ and you can
come in the room and say, ‘Oh, hi [remote person].’ It's
kind of nice. It's kind of sitting there. There's obvious value
for remote people. … Then also, for people coming in the
room, they're kind of aware there might be these other
people who are not there in person but who care about
what's going on. (R6)”
In short, the interface presenting simulated gazes is seen as
an abstract view that provides a partial representation of the
remote person’s attention, and it has both advantages and
disadvantages. The advantages are that it is less intrusive, it
provides the local person with awareness of the remote
person’s attention, and it increases social presence by
signaling the remote person’s participation and activity. At
the same time, it can increase social pressure on the remote
person to pay attention, and may increase the local person’s
concern about receiving too much (or not enough) attention.
Finally, the fact that the indication of attention is not
entirely accurate, can lead to misinterpretation, but can also
provide ambiguity that can support plausible deniability.
The Viewing Asymmetry Has Pros and Cons

As discussed, we were inspired by the social translucence
framework to create an abstract representation of gaze. We
chose not to show video of remote participants in order to
let participants focus on the gaze interface rather than
overwhelming them with multiple video streams. However,
remote users were able to see video of the local room and
other remote users. In contrast to the asymmetry in
traditional meeting setting where local persons have more
access than remote ones, our prototype introduced an
asymmetry that limited local persons’ access: “I felt jealous
of [remote] people who had cameras, who had a display. I
could not see [remote #1] or [remote #2] and I felt a sort of
asymmetry there. I felt blind where they could see so there
was a kind of jealousy there of their ability to see more than
I could (L9)”, or as a sense of inequality: “People need to
feel equal… and that’s the best way I can describe it,
otherwise it feels creepy. (L7)” One solution the
participants suggested was to integrate each remote
person’s video into the gaze interface: “I really want to see
the person, not just have their name. I mean the ideal thing
would be if that was the image at the top. (L10)” Although

we deliberately designed the gaze simulation interface
without the live video to probe reactions to simulated gazes,
it would be useful to explore ways of combining gaze with
video, etc., as we move towards a more functional design.
Despite the asymmetry, local participants experienced
benefits from this design choice. First, by presenting
remote’s viewing behavior as an abstract visual cue to
participants in the local room, the prototype required low
cognitive load as the design “makes it easier to understand
out of the corner of my eye [and] this conveys less
information and it requires way less cognitive bandwidth
from me. (L9)” Another potential benefit is that the gaze
simulation is low fidelity and so avoids potential privacy
issues or distraction often associated with live video: “It's
also good in some sense it's a low fidelity interface. It's
more lively than, ‘here are a list of people who are logged
into the camera.’ … it's giving some sense of where people
are looking, but it's kind of low fidelity. I don't think it's
revealing a lot of stuff about you and I think it's a good
thing to have. (R6)”
Making Sense of Privacy, Making Sense of Data

Another asymmetry that the prototype introduced was in
what data was collected. That is, remote participants’
movements of the panning window are captured by the
system, and potentially available for further use, unlike the
collocated participants’ gazes. Two usage charts (Figure 3)
were used to demonstrate potential uses of the gaze data.
They summarized the remote person’s movements over
time during the (movement chart) and the degree to which
they looked in specific directions (location chart). The main
purpose of visualizing these data was to let users to reflect
what had happened in the meeting and help us examine to
what extent this kind of data can help users understand the
meeting and their own performance.
Remote participants felt that the two usage charts provided
interesting insights on their own performance during the
meeting: “if my pattern was anomalous for me or different
from most people and the system [charts] were to tell me
that it might be an interesting: ‘Are you OK, were you
especially excited or bored by this meeting?’ If it were an
entree to a further exploration of why were you behaving in
this way, it might be interesting. (R9)” and there was value
to “understand my behavior a little bit better. (L3)”
However, participants varied in their opinions about
whether the charts should be shared. Some felt it was OK to
share as the charts were just summaries of publicly
observable activity, which “is not really private because
everybody saw it at the time, if they had been watching
(R3)”. Others disagreed. The first concern is that there was
insufficient context to allow others make sense of the gaze
data: “I don't know where they've moved to so there doesn't
seem to be enough information there to care about this. It's
not correlated with activity or anything (L10)”. Further, it
also missed the important contexts like “what was being
said and who was saying it, what was being referred to and

stuff like that. (R7)” And the conversation itself “is a
context that is not being captured that is important to
interpreting and giving you valuable insight. (L4)” This in
turn could result in misinterpretation and privacy concerns:
“If I interact with a person and that person never looked at
me then I would say if that person really care about what
we are talking about and so forth. It does have some
implications, privacy implications. (L3)”
Another concern was that sharing the usage chart would
make remote persons self-conscious: “I am going have to
be self-conscious about where I look all the time and is this
going to make it really obvious who talks and who didn't
talk in the meeting and am I going to be the one person in
the meeting that nobody points at? (R3)” The same
participant also suggested sharing the historical data might
lead to behavior changes: “I think I would probably behave
differently if it was or wasn't shared…. If it's not shared the
whole thing is more like a telephone call where you have a
certain anonymity and you can do what you feel like and
pay attention to what you. ... Where if it's shared people are
going to draw conclusions from it. (R3)”
One way to understand the importance of contexts is
through the lens of Nissenbaum’s context integrity
framework [35, 36]. The attention, whether inferred from
the simulated gazes or observed by others, co-occurs with a
context of an episode of the meeting: the topic, the leader,
and what has been discussed. The quantification of remote
persons’ simulated gazes, regardless its accuracy, loses the
contextual and conversational information that supports
interpretation. Later inspections of this data might use a
default context – e.g., what a ‘normal’ meeting looks like –
to interpret it. The potential for misinterpretation raises
concerns on the part of data owners (remote persons). This
is similar to what happens in Facebook: its sparse contexts,
resulting from interface and access control features, tend to
trigger violations of content sharing norms [27].
Participants had fewer privacy concerns regarding showing
of simulated gazes in real time. One reason was that the
gaze interface is not presenting historical data and “because
people aren't sitting there staring at it the whole time. … I
can just move it at some point and then when anybody looks
at it they will see oh it did move since the last time I looked
so she's still there. (R3)”. The fundamental difference
between the gaze interface and the two usage charts is that
the simulated gazes are presented ephemerally: it only
shows the present data in the current context, while the
usage charts show historical data without context. The
embedding of simulated gazes in the current context is
similar to the way Snapchat’s ephemeral communication
design impacts the users’ self-presentation [54]. Thus the
real-time presentation of simulated gazes is more suited to
the communication goals in the current context: “As a
participant in a discussion, what I’d really like is for the
discussion to proceed as naturally as possible. For people
that means knowing who is talking, who is paying attention

Figure 5. A multi-foci + context view of the local meeting
environment.

to you, who is off doing their email or who is point where.
In retrospect [the usage chart] is interesting to me but it is
kind of a distraction and it is not going to help me towards
the real focus of the meeting which is to address the goal of
the meeting. (L7)”
Summary and Limitations

The aim of our study was to understand how the prototype,
in general, and simulated gaze, in particular, will be used
and experienced in hybrid meetings. Our findings were as
follows: The ability to view remote spaces is more useful
for seeing the space (and objects in it) than for tracking
conversation. Simulated gaze is useful for signaling that
remote participants are present and paying attention – all
participants recognized this as helpful for increasing social
awareness. Simulated gaze created some anxiety among
producers and recipients of ‘gaze,’ – this is another
indication that simulated gaze is a powerful cue, even as it
indicates the need for more work. Users also agreed that
their aggregated gaze data was useful for reflection and
research, but were concerned about misinterpretation if it is
more widely shared. Finally, we found that visibility and
asymmetry of participation has both pros and cons,
suggesting the need for more design work.
Our study had limitations. Because it was the first-time
participants had used such a system, there might be novelty
effects and, as participants mentioned, their understanding
of simulated gaze, behavior, and norms might change over
time. Also, the prototype was designed to support a hybrid
meeting with a single collocated site (a hub), and
distributed participants (spokes). Another limitation lies
with methodology: although we collected some log data of
their use of the system, and recorded participants’
conversation as observational data for later content analysis,
we chose to focus on qualitative analysis of interview data
due to the limited participant sample size. A future study of
a more mature system might involve more subjects in order
to allow for quantitative analysis. These limitations suggest
further research such as a long-term field study of a
prototype with a more advanced design, with more data for
both qualitative and quantitative investigation.
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The Panning and Panorama Windows

Most of our participants valued both windows, though
when forced to choose one or the other their choices
differed. What is significant is the reasons for their choices.
They valued the panning window because it enabled them
to focus on people and particularly on objects. Participants

were dissatisfied with the panning window because it did
not provide much better resolution than the full panorama
window, and several commented on wanting to be able to
zoom in, especially to read things written on the whiteboard
during meetings. Participants valued the panorama window
because it gave them a sense of the whole space (even
though parts were quite distorted) and it served as a frame
of reference for the panning window so they could see what
part of the room they were viewing.
This suggests that a more mature design for supporting
remote viewing should provide the following abilities:
• higher resolution images of people and objects
• the ability to zoom in (and out)
• the ability to see the larger context of the space to
provide a frame of reference for the close-in views.
Higher resolution can be achieved by using a better camera
system, and that would support zooming as well. The
ability to see the larger context for the panning window is
provided by the current two-window interface, but it also
seems prudent to explore a more compact solution using the
focus+context pattern as in [16] and [45].
Some participants also commented that in a very active
discussion, where conversational turns are rapid, moving
back and forth between participants could be cumbersome.
This suggests another design implication:
• provide the ability for remote participants to follow
rapid exchanges between local participants.
One approach to this would be to provide an automatic
mode where the camera could identify who is speaking and
shift the view point between people. This, of course, would
introduce another form of ‘indirection’ to ‘gaze’, in that
sometimes the remote participants would be shifting their
‘gazes’ and sometimes it would be automatically managed
by the system. We favor a manual multi-focus + context
solution, where remote users would be able to establish
multiple foci (a sketch of this concept is shown in Figure 5).
Lastly, our participants saw the value of high resolution
(e.g., for reading the whiteboard) but were also aware of the
potential for privacy violations (e.g., zooming in to read
someone’s private notes). One solution would be to explore
ways of automatically limiting high resolution viewing to
certain zones; another would be give collocated participants
a better sense of what remote participants were seeing, thus
making remote participants more accountable.
Gaze Simulation and Presentation

As our findings suggest, simulated gaze is a useful and
powerful social cue, even though it differs from real gaze.
For the local participants, the simulated gaze provided
useful indications of the presence and activity of the remote
participants. Local participants were generally quite aware
of the indirection involved – they understood that they were
seeing the direction the camera was pointed, and that that
did not necessarily mean that they were being gazed at by
the remote participant. Local participants realized, for

example, that remote participants might forget to shift their
view, or that they might simply have stepped away from
their computer. Some also realized that they could not
detect the remote person’s angle of view – whether they
were looking straight at the participant, or down at
something on the table, or even up towards the ceiling. This
led to some discomfort – one participant seemed to find the
ambiguity about whether they were being gazed at or not
more uncomfortable than the certain knowledge they were
the subject of gaze. This recalls Goffman’s concept of “civil
inattention,” [23] in which strangers in close proximity
demonstrate that they are aware of one another (e.g.,
exchange brief glances) without either staring or completely
ignoring one another. While Goffman’s concept was
developed to explain how a person might have a sense of
privacy even in the midst of a crowd, it would be interesting
to further explore how it might be adapted to less
anonymous events like meetings.
What local participants found most salient was when the
simulated gaze moved. This was both because the
movement attracted their attention and because it was then
that participants were confident that the remote person was
paying attention – especially if the movement made sense
(e.g., moved to an object being discussed). Local users also
wanted a better understanding of what the user gazing at
them was doing, particularly when the gaze moved.
As noted in the findings, remote participants also had
feelings about the visibility of their gazes. In addition to
feeling more present and more involved, they also reported
feeling more self-conscious. Some commented that they felt
more accountable for their behavior, and that looking at the
person who is speaking is the polite thing to do. Several had
the experience of forgetting to shift their view and then
feeling embarrassed for seeming to ‘stare’ at another person
(another instance of a violation of “civil inattention”).
Remote participants also weren’t sure what to do when not
using the panning window: the gaze indicator, taken
literally, would show them staring fixedly at something.
These findings suggest other implications for the design of
future versions of the gaze interface:
• distinguish between ‘gazes’ that have just moved, and
those that have been still for a while
• provide a means to detect whether remote users are in
front of or looking at their displays
• create a neutral point for the gaze interface, so that it is
evident when the panning window isn’t being used
One approach would be to enrich the simulate gaze
interface. For example, a simulated gaze might brighten
when moved, and then gradually fade out until moved
again. If face recognition or gaze tracking were
implemented on the remote participants’ devices, their
simulated gazes could be made more salient when they
were present and watching. Additionally, or alternatively, if
users did not move their gazes for a while, their views fade
out, along with the corresponding simulated gazes.

Asymmetry of Functionality and Data Interface

The system we designed was deliberately constructed to
provide asymmetric awareness – to allow remote users to
see those in the room, but not to provide video in the other
direction. This was because we wanted to isolate the impact
of the abstract representation of simulated gaze, without
conflating it with video feedback. However, as noted, some
local participants were uncomfortable about being the
subject of the gazes of people they could not see. This
suggests one other implication:
• Provide a way for local participants to get a better
sense of who is watching and what they are doing.
This would also address the desire of local participants to
understand what the remote user was doing when he or she
shifted her gaze to them.
This might be done by providing a small composite video
of the audience, or perhaps by adding a transient video of
the person who most recently shifted their ‘gaze’. The
sketch in Figure 6 depicts an enhanced gaze simulation UI
where rays show the direction of five remote gazes, their
length shows how recently each gaze direction was shifted
(rays initially touch the periphery and then shrink), and an
image of the user who most recently shifted their gaze is
briefly shown. We suspect that this last feature would need
careful adjustment to strike a balance between informing
participants without being disruptive.
While simulated gaze is useful to participants, it also offers
the potential for tracking the fine-grained behavior of
remote users. While, participants recognized the value of
usage data for self-reflection and for research, they were
concerned about privacy. In addition, they noted that the
usage charts did not have sufficient context to enable full
interpretation, and that other information about participants,
interaction, meeting topics, etc., would be required for
accurate interpretation. This suggests one more implication:
• Provide remote users with a private interface showing
their personal gaze data with contextual information.
One approach would be to store users’ data into a personal
account that is private by default. The data would be saved
with other information like the meeting topics (maybe from
their calendar application), participants, and where the
participants sat in the room (e.g. screen shot of the
panoramic view in the remote interface as a reference for
the direction of their accumulated gazes).
FUTURE WORK

We used an omnidirectional camera and system prototype
to allow remote users to look around a meeting space,
displaying their simulated gazes to those in the room. The
accuracy of this approach to gaze differs from that provided
by other methods (e.g., eye-tracking). It is not clear how
much accuracy matters for providing social cues, without
explicit comparison to other implementations, but the
results suggest that it may have effects on interpretations of
what the ‘gaze’ means. Thus, one area for future work is to

Figure 6. An enhanced gaze visualization. Rays show the
direction of gazes, and their lengths reflect how recently
each was changed (initially they reach the periphery, and
then shrink). An image of the person who has most
recently shifted their gaze is briefly shown.

extend our setup with more powerful cameras, and to
employ eye-tracking and other methods to understand how
other approaches to gaze capture impact its interpretation.
Participants also mentioned that the gaze interface was
limited to showing only horizontal gaze. In the future, we
are interested in exploring how we might provide a sense of
vertical gaze in order to remove such ambiguity. However,
care must be taken to avoid overcomplicating the
presentation of simulated gaze and increasing the cognitive
load required to make sense of it.
We are also interested how to attentions between remote
participants, which could be a way to raise consensus
between remote people.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The work in this paper makes three contributions. First, it
demonstrates a low-cost working prototype for allowing
remote users to participate more fully in hybrid meetings,
using virtual cameras to direct their ‘gazes’ at people and
objects in the meeting. Second, using the prototype as a
probe, the paper demonstrates that presenting “simulated
gazes” can provide powerful social cues, in ways similar to
that of real gaze. As with real gaze, our results show that
simulated gaze can provide valuable information, or cause
discomfort (or sometimes do both at the same time). Third,
we draw upon our results to propose design implications,
for improving the functionality of the prototype, and
particularly for making the gaze simulation more helpful
and less discomforting. Having verified the usefulness of
simulated gaze, our future work will focus on creating a
more robust and functional prototype for field deployment.
We hope that our work will provide a basis for others to
pursue this line of research, as we see applications for this
functionality not just to hybrid meetings but to areas like
education (e.g., students remotely participating in a class)
entertainment (e.g., a remote audience for a performance),
and other domains.
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